
Quick Columns by PVII 

 

PVII Quick Columns is a Dreamweaver extension that allows you to add multiple column structures to an 
existing page or inside a panel widget in just a few seconds—with markup and CSS that is clean, 
efficient, and easy to understand. 

We hope you enjoy using this product as much as we did making it. 

Al Sparber & Gerry Jacobsen PVII 
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Install the extension 
Look for the extension installer file p7_QC_108.mxp (or higher) in the root of the zip archive you 
downloaded. Double-click the file to install the extension. Dreamweaver's Extension Manager will open 
and you will be prompted to complete the installation. Once the installation is complete, restart 
Dreamweaver. 

OS X users: If, upon double-clicking the installer, Extension Manager does not properly launch, you have a file 

association issue. To remedy the problem locate the installer file from inside a Finder window and double-click it. 

Work in a defined Dreamweaver site  
Before you begin, make sure you are working inside a defined Dreamweaver web site. This is necessary 
so that Dreamweaver knows how to link required assets. If you are new to Dreamweaver or need to 
learn how to define a web site, follow these simple steps: 

Choose Site > New Site 

Specify local site location  

The Site category of the Site Setup dialog box is the only one you need to fill out to begin working on 
your Dreamweaver site. This category lets you specify the local folder where you’ll store all of your site 
files. When you’re ready, you can fill out the other categories in the Site Setup dialog box, including the 
Servers category, where you can specify a remote folder on your remote server.  

Site Name  

The name that appears in the Files panel and in the Manage Sites dialog box; it does not appear in the 
browser.  

Local Site Folder  

This is the name of the folder on your local disk where you store site files, templates, and library items. 
Create a folder on your hard disk or click the folder icon to browse to the folder. When Dreamweaver 
resolves site root-relative links, it does so relative to this folder. 
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Using Quick Columns 
To add a Quick Columns structure to your page, place your cursor in the page at the spot where you 
want your columns to go. Open the Quick Columns interface by clicking its icon on your Insert Bar or 
Insert Panel. 

Insert Bar 

 

Insert Panel 

 

Alternatively, you can choose Insert > Studio VII > Quick Columns by PVII... 

The Interface will open. 
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Creating a Quick Columns Structure 

Select a Column Structure from the listing 

Select a Borders option and/or enable Equal Height Columns 

 

Borders Option 

Select from the following options: 

 No Borders 
 Column Separators: Show borders between the columns 
 Boxed Borders: Apply a border around each column 

Click OK. The interface will close and your column structure will be created at your insertion point. Click 
the Cancel button to abort the process. The interface will close and nothing will be added to your page. 
Click the Help button to open Quick Columns help in a browser window. 
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Removing a Quick Columns Structure 

The Quick Columns system includes a Remove command that allows you to quickly remove an existing 
Quick Columns widget from your page. 

Open a page that contains one or more Quick Columns widgets. Choose Commands > Studio VII > 
Remove Quick Columns... to open the Remove interface.  

Note: The Remove option will be unavailable (grayed out) if there are no Quick Columns structures on the page. If you 
do have a structure on your page, and the Command option is still grayed out, then you have a Mac with a Mac bug that 
causes menu entries to be inactive (grayed out). If this happens to you, download and install this Command and then 
restart Dreamweaver. 

The interface will open. 

 

The interface will provide a listing of all of the Quick Columns structures on your page. The list will 
display the root ID of each one. Select the one that you wish to remove from the listing. If you are 
unsure about which structure relates to an ID, click the Cancel button and switch to Code View. In Code 
View, locate all IDs that begin with p7QC. The opening DIV tag looks like this:  

<div id="p7QC_1" class="p7QC01"> 

Click OK to complete the removal or Cancel to abort. 

Note: If you want to remove a structure but save the content inside, copy it to another place on your page (or to a test file) before running the 

remove command. 

  

http://www.projectseven.com/go/returnfalsefix
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Nesting Structures 

Quick Columns supports nesting. You can insert a Quick Columns structure inside the content area of an 
existing structure. 

Assets folders 
When your page is created, the Quick Columns system generates a folder named p7qc at the same 
folder level as the page you are working on. The folder contains the p7qc.css file. If you select the Equal 
Height Columns option the system will generate a second folder named p7ehc, which contains the PVII 
Equal Height Columns script. 

Uploading to your server 

Make sure you upload both of these folders when publishing your site. 
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Quick Columns Markup 
Quick Columns markup is lean and efficient—and easy to follow. As an example, let's look at the markup 
for a 2 column structure. 

Base structure (no options selected) 

<div id="p7QC_1" class="p7QC"> 
<div class="p7QC-Col p7QC-2col-1 percent50"> 
<div class="p7QC-content"> 
COLUMN CONTENT 
</div> 
</div> 
<div class="p7QC-Col p7QC-2col-2 percent50"> 
<div class="p7QC-content"> 
COLUMN CONTENT  
</div> 
</div> 
</div> 

The first DIV is the structure's wrapper and its primary purpose is to contain the floated columns and to 
clear them so that they do not affect adjacent elements on your page. This wrapping element is given an 
ID. The ID always begins with p7QC and contains an underscore followed by a number. Each structure is 
assigned a number that is automatically incremented by the interface when you create a structure. This 
allows you to identify each individual Quick Column structure on your page. 

Inside the wrapper are the column DIVs. These DIVs are assigned 3 classes: p7QC-Col, p7QC-2col-1, and 
percent50. The first class tells the browser this is a column and is floated. The second class tells the 
browser that this column is part of a two-column structure and is the first column. The third class tells 
the browser that this column is 50% wide. 

Inside each column DIV is a content DIV, which is assigned a single class of p7QC-content. The content 
DIV exists to carry padding for the content. The default CSS box model adds padding to the outside 
boundaries of a DIV, effectively making it wider. If we assigned padding to the column DIVs, that 
padding would alter the width of the columns and cause one or more of them to fall below thereby 
ruining your layout. This approach allows you to add as much or as little padding as you need without 
fear. 

Note: Modern browsers can be set to use an alternate box model that keeps padding inside the box. This is not, 
however, a supported method for some older browsers that are still in relatively wide use. 
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Base structure (Boxed Borders option selected) 

<div id="p7QC_1" class="p7QC"> 
<div class="p7QC-Col p7QC-2col-1 percent50 boxed"> 
<div class="p7QC-content boxed"> 
COLUMN CONTENT 
</div> 
</div> 
<div class="p7QC-Col p7QC-2col-2 percent50 boxed spacer"> 
<div class="p7QC-content boxed"> 
COLUMN CONTENT  
</div> 
</div> 
</div> 

If you choose the Boxed Border option in the Quick Columns interface, an additional class is added to 
the column DIV and the content DIV called, appropriately enough, boxed. This class is tied to several CSS 
rules that ensure that your columns receive a 1-pixel black border (which can easily be edited to be any 
color or thickness). The column DIV for the second column (and subsequent ones) is assigned a class of 
spacer, which sets a left margin providing for space between the boxed columns. 
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Base structure (Boxed Borders and Equal Height Columns options selected) 

<div id="p7QC_1" class="p7QC"> 
<div class="p7QC-Col p7QC-2col-1 percent50 boxed"> 
<div class="p7QC-content boxed p7ehc-1"> 
COLUMN CONTENT 
</div> 
</div> 
<div class="p7QC-Col p7QC-2col-2 percent50 boxed spacer"> 
<div class="p7QC-content boxed p7ehc-1"> 
COLUMN CONTENT  
</div> 
</div> 
</div> 

If you choose the Equal Height Columns option in the Quick Columns interface, an additional class is 
added to the content DIV called. The class always begins with p7ehc followed by a dash and a number. 
Each column in a given structure is assigned the same number and all the numbers, for all the structures 
on your page, are tracked by the Quick Columns interface to make that each structure's columns always 
have the same number assigned—and that the number is never duplicated for any other structure on 
your page. The Equal Height Columns option also adds a script link to your page head: 

<script type="text/javascript" src="p7ehc/p7EHCscripts.js"></script> 

The p7EHCscripts file is a simple script that works in your browser to make your columns equal height. 

Note: Other PVII products use the Equal Height Columns script. Quick Columns will also track class names and script 
links on pages made with these other products to ensure there are never any problems. 
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Quick Columns CSS Notes 
If you possess basic CSS skills you will find it very easy to customize the CSS for your Quick Columns 
page. If you get stuck, let us know and we'll be happy to help you. 

About Percentage Widths 

Quick Columns uses percentage widths, which is the perfect solution for both fixed and flexible layouts. 
If you insert your structure in a fixed width element, your columns will be a percentage of that fixed 
width and, therefore, fixed width themselves. For instance, if you place a 4 column structure, with each 
column set to 25%, inside a 980 pixel wide container on your page, each column will be 25% of 980, 
which is 245 pixels. 

  

http://www.projectseven.com/support/
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CSS Media Queries for Basic Responsive Behavior 

Since Quick Columns allows you to add column structures to existing pages, we cannot know how those 
existing pages are designed and coded and cannot, therefore, include meaningful CSS media queries. 
Instead, we've included 3 blank media queries in the quick Columns style sheet.  

The first one is for smartphones and narrow desktop/laptop windows. The second one is for 
smartphones only. The third one is for tablets in portrait mode. 

 

If you have your own media queries or if you are using one of our responsive templates such as PVII 
Adaptations, you can copy the rules below into your existing media queries to linearize all Quick 
Columns columns into vertically stacked rows. 

.p7QC-Col { 

width: auto !important; 

float: none !important; 

margin-bottom: 12px; 

} 

.p7QC-content { 

height: auto !important; 

max-height: 888678px;  

} 

If you'd like to learn more about CSS media queries, this is an excellent article. 

  

http://www.projectseven.com/products/templates/pagepacks/adaptations/index.htm
http://www.projectseven.com/products/templates/pagepacks/adaptations/index.htm
http://www.alistapart.com/articles/responsive-web-design/
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What about images? 

If you're wondering how you can manage adding images to your pages without risking breakage caused 
by an image's inherent fixed proportions, you can use CSS to make your images scalable. We've included 
the following rule in the p7qc style sheet: 

img.scalable { 

height: auto !important; 

width: auto !important; 

max-width: 100%; 

}  

Simply assign the scalable class to your image's img tag: 

<img class="scalable" src="picture.jpg" width="400" height="200" alt="Picture" /> 

What about videos? 

Videos can present an issue in a responsive design—unless you make your video responsive. This is quite 
easy if you are using a standardized YouTube or Vimeo movie carried inside an iframe tag. Simply wrap 
your iframe inside a DIV and give that DIV a class of .video-wrapper. Then add these rules to your style 
sheet: 

.video-wrapper { 
position: relative; 
padding-bottom: 56.25%; 
padding-top: 30px; 
height: 0px; 
overflow: hidden; 
} 
.video-wrapper iframe, .video-wrapper object, .video-wrapper embed { 
position: absolute; 
top: 0; 
left: 0; 
width: 100%; 
height: 100%; 
} 
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Backgrounds and Effects for Columns 
We included several sample style classes you can use as an aid in learning how to customize your 
columns. Look for class names that begin with the word prettify.  

.prettify-sample-orange { 

background-color: #FF5328; 

border-radius: 5px; 

color: #FFF; 

box-shadow: 0px 0px 40px #000; 

} 

.prettify-sample-blue { 

background-color: #567DA9; 

border-radius: 5px; 

color: #FFF; 

box-shadow: 0px 0px 40px #000;  

} 

Assign the classes to the content DIV or DIVs of your structure: 

<div class="p7QC-content boxed prettify-sample-blue"> 

<div class="p7QC-content boxed prettify-sample-orange"> 
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Backgrounds and Effects for the Wrapper 
We included a sample style class you can use on your structure's outer container: 

.prettify-sample-wrapper { 

background-color: #333; 

padding: 20px; 

border-radius: 5px; 

color: #FFF; 

box-shadow: 0px 0px 30px #000; 

} 

Assign the classes to the outer container of your structure: 

<div id="p7QC_1" class="p7QC prettify-sample-wrapper"> 

The example below shows the wrapper class assigned and the .prettify-sample-orange class assigned to 
the content DIVs: 

 

There is also a class names called .prettify-sample-keylined that you can use to draw a border around 
your outer structure. 
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Quick Columns Conditional Comments 
If you need to provide support for Internet Explorer 7 and under, add the following conditional 
comment to the head region of your page: 

<!--[if lte IE 7]> 
<style> 
.p7QC .percent15 {width: 14.5%;} 
.p7QC .percent166 {width: 16%;} 
.p7QC .percent20 {width: 19.5%;} 
.p7QC .percent25 {width: 24.5%;} 
.p7QC .percent333 {width: 33%;} 
.p7QC .percent40 {width: 39.5%;} 
.p7QC .percent50 {width: 49.5%;} 
.p7QC .percent60 {width: 59.5%;} 
.p7QC .percent75 {width: 74.5%;} 
.p7QC .percent166.boxed {width: 14.5%;} 
.p7QC .percent20.boxed {width: 17.5%;} 
.p7QC .percent25.boxed {width: 23%;} 
.p7QC .percent333.boxed {width: 31%;} 
.p7QC .percent50.boxed {width: 48%;} 
</style> 
<![endif]--> 
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Support and Contact info 
PVII quality does not end with your purchase - it continues with the best customer support in the 
business. 

PVII Knowledge Base  

The PVII Knowledge Base is an online PVII application allowing you to access dozens of Tech Notes, tips, 
and techniques relating to our products, as well as to general web development issues. 

Open the Knowledge Base | View the 10 Most Recent Additions 

PVII Communities 

PVII maintains separate and distinct Web Forum and Newsgroup communities. We do this to ensure you 
always have access via your preferred medium and device. 

1. The PVII Web Forums 

The PVII Web Forum is a modern browser-based community, accessible to both desktop and mobile 
devices and requires no additional software or plugins. 

Visit The PVII Web Forum community now... 

2. PVII Newsgroup forums 

The Project VII Newsgroup is available via private and secure NNTP servers. In order to subscribe to a 
newsgroup you must have a newsgroup-capable client installed such as: 

1. Mozilla Thunderbird 
2. Windows Live Mail 
3. Windows Mail/Outlook Express 
4. Opera Mail 
5. Entourage 

Server: forums.projectseven.com 

  

http://www.projectseven.com/support/questions.asp?
http://www.projectseven.com/products/menusystems/pmm/user_guide/getting_started/before_define.htm
http://www.pviiforums.com/
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Need help setting up a newsgroup?  

Setting up a new newsgroup account in Windows Mail (Vista) 

Setting up a new newsgroup account in Outlook Express 

Setting up a new newsgroup account in Mozilla Thunderbird  

Setting up a new newsgroup account in Entourage  

If you have another newsgroup-capable program that you are using, please see its documentation to 
learn how to add a new newsgroup account. 

Note: PVII newsgroups are private and have nothing to do with usenet feeds that may be provided by your ISP. That is, 

you will not find our newsgroups in a list of newsgroups distributed by your internet service provider. You must set up our 
news server as a new account. 

RSS News Feeds 

Keep up with the latest news the minute it's released by subscribing to our RSS news feed. If you are not 
sure how to subscribe, please check this page: 

PVII RSS Info 

Before you Contact us 

Before making a support inquiry, please be certain to have read the documentation that came with your 
product. Please include your Dreamweaver version, as well as your computer operating system type in 
all support correspondence. 

E-Mail: 
support@projectseven.com 

Phones: 
330-650-3675 
336-374-4611 

Phone hours are 9:00am - 5:00pm Eastern Time U.S. 

Snail mail 

Project Seven Development 
339 Cristi Lane  
Dobson, NC 27017 

http://www.projectseven.com/support/winmail.htm
http://www.projectseven.com/support/oe.htm
http://www.projectseven.com/support/tbird.htm
http://www.projectseven.com/support/entourage.htm
http://www.projectseven.com/xml/index.htm
mailto:support@projectseven.com
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